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There is the latest innovative glasses lens replacement approach emerging in the market today. It is
known as the reglaze procedure. It is a new way of replacing damaged spectacle lens with new
ones whether with the same prescription or a new one.

The reglaze lens service combines low cost online shopping with a personal one-on-one expert
guidance where consumers are allowed to query and ponder before deciding to take the offer or pay
for the service. Quotes are given free of charge with no obligation or coercion to go through with the
reglaze facilitation.

Online presence

Today, with the astounding advanced technology, reglaze services are available online but with
some big differences. There is no typical online shopping cart to load in the preferred products or a
checkout system to pay for the selected goods although there is a valid and relevant website for
customers to browse and source for information on replacing their glasses lens.

The service approach is different from other online business ventures. Reglaze services on the web
would have the reglaze experts analyze the customersâ€™ current glasses with their consultation on the
preferred choices with regards to their lens and frames. Expert advice is offered before the
consumers decide to part with their money if they are happy with the solution and service quotation.

If the customer is satisfied with the available solution options, payment can be made over the
telephone; that would activate the actual procedure of reglazing the lens.

Cost savings

This way, the customers need only spend what is required; cost of the lens with reglaze services
and not the cost of new frames which can be quite expensive depending on the brand and design.
Sometimes, the frames cost more than the lens.

Glasses lens are usually quite cheap if the type of lens needed is simple like the single vision
standard lens. The cost may go up with bi-focal lens or varifocal lens as they cater to different
conditions of the eye.

Different types of lens would also incur different pricing. Standard uncoated lens can cost under
Â£15 for single vision lens while thin scratch resistant single vision lens with anti-reflective coating
can cost under Â£25. Reglaze replacement of lens for standard bi-focals costs under Â£30 while bi-
focal with scratch resistance and anti-reflective coating costs under Â£50.

Reglaze lens replacement for varifocals are very affordable compared to high streets prices;
uncoated high performance varifocal lens costs under Â£50 and Digital freeform scratch resistant
varifocals with anti-reflective coating costs about Â£120.
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Bobby Barret - About Author:
Welcome to ReglazeMyGlasses, We are the No1 site for fitting (reglazing) prescription lenses into
frames. We also deals in a Reglaze Glasses.  We have combined the low cost benefits of ordering
online with the 1 to  1 Customer Service you would expect from your optician.a Discover More info.
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